
■water scale ■glass ■concentration：100% ■standing time：0

Division

Plant derived
Removal of scales and 

scales (scaly coating) of 
mineral deposits

１、 It can also be used on hard, smooth surfaces such as
faucets, bathtubs and tiles in bathrooms and toilets

２、Using fine particles of natural stone to remove inorganic 
contamination (scaly coating, water scale, urinary stone, 
rust etc.)

Example
Biodegradability test result：

96.4％
(excluding natural stone)
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liquid Water soluble

pH 9.1
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CSCL Not applicable 
to PRTR

FSA Not applicable

Labor law Not applicable 
in organic law
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biodegradability 96.4％

LD50 (oral) 5,000mg/kg

LD50 (dermal) 5,000mg/kg

advantages

（１）Effective and economical in small amounts

（２）Not easy to cause scratches on hard, smooth surfaces

*Materials such as plastic and non-glass mirror finish may be    

scratched

characteristics

Using plant-based materials as corn, soybean, safflower, sugar cane, apple, others.

■ Be sure to wash any loose dirt off of the target surface with water before cleaning. It is recommended to    

test surface for scratching in advance, especially if surface appears to be soft.

■ Please shake before use. If it is not used for a long time, it may become separated, but it does not affect 

performance, if properly shaken before use.

How to use

Hand washing Take an appropriate amount to a sponge containing no abrasive, rub on in 
circular, up-down, and left-right motions to remove dirt, and rinse thoroughly 
with water.

Machine washing Rinse off the dirt from surface. Apply an appropriate amount to the surface to 
be cleaned. Agitate product using single-action polisher equipped with a 
white pad, adding water to keep wet. Rinse thoroughly with water.

before after

before after before after

Building maintenance, Home, Automobile

Label of export is not same 

as in Japan

Packaging 480gx20／24kgx1

■General data :

Contact about the product is・・・

INFINITY ENTERPRISES, INC.

Takizawa Bldg.,

3-3-6 Ebisu, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo

150-0013 JAPAN

◀ For details please visit our website.
https://www.safecare.jp


